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Abstract

Organizations are using digital tools to support workplace health promotion (WHP) initiatives. This study investigates the effects of a mobile health (mHealth) application on employee behaviour and wellness. This exploratory, empirical case study was conducted as part of an established workplace health initiative in the Health Service Executive (HSE) in Ireland, April 2018. User data on exercise including daily activity in the form of steps taken, mood, total daily exercise, and other variables were captured as part of the ‘Steps to Health Challenge’. Phase 1 of the study involved the collection of user data from 70 active app users and a survey was conducted. The majority of participants found that the mHealth app motivated them to sustain, and in some cases increase, their daily steps. Phase 2 involved interviews. Following qualitative data analysis, we found that the app positively effected employee behaviour; specific features were highlighted as especially influential.

1. Introduction

The World Health Organisation (WHO) is supporting workplace health promotion initiatives [1]. In 2010, the WHO proposed a model of a healthy workplace continual improvement process. Large companies such as Google, Microsoft, and Accenture seem to recognize the potential benefits of workplace initiatives to promote health, happiness, and productivity and run large-scale employee WHP activities [2].

Studies have shown that workplace health initiatives can reduce absenteeism and medical costs [3]. These initiatives include healthy eating promotions [4], encouragement of active lifestyles [5], and awareness of mental health issues [6]. The Irish Heart foundation promote a number of workplace health initiatives. Its “Healthy Eating Awards” encourage workplaces to offer nutritious food options and their “Active@work” programme supports and motivates employees to get more active [5].

Health initiatives can benefit an individual as well as a company [3]. Evidence suggests that an increase in employee activity can positively effect an individual's mental wellbeing [6] as well as one's physical health [4]. A “Steps Challenge” is a popular corporate health initiative [7] that also serves to benefit individuals. Many employees work in a naturally sedentary setting. Sitting for long periods, as many office workers do, has negative consequences on one’s health [8].

Initiating a workplace health and wellness initiative does not guarantee employee participation or improved overall health of an organization's workforce. More research needs to investigate what works when and under what conditions, especially in the area of mobile health (mHealth) data collection and feedback. The purpose of this exploratory study was to investigate the effect of an innovative mHealth activity tracking platform provided as part of a public sector, workplace health initiative. Specifically, this research investigates gaps in our understanding of the impacts of using an mHealth app in a structured workplace health program, on the internal motivation to improve one's health and how external motivation impacts employee physical activity levels and attitudes. Section 2 presents a review of the activity-based tracking technology literature and Section 3 considers examples of these within the context of WHP initiatives. Section 4 outlines the research method. The results of the study are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the results and limitations of the study. Finally, the conclusions are outlined in Section 7. Overall, this study demonstrates that more design science research is needed in the area of mHealth.

2. mHealth Activity-Based Tracking Technologies

Improvements in sensor-based technologies have positively impacted the use of activity-based tracking
devices among individuals [9]. These technologies may be a distinct data capture device e.g. FITBIT or Jawbone paired with an app or it might be a smart phone paired with one of the many available tracking software applications [9]. Smart phones are becoming a reliable way of tracking fitness data as built in accelerometers, gyroscopes, and GPS are standard features [10]. Activity-based tracking technology has enabled the collection, storage, and analysis of individual health and wellbeing data in real-time [10]. The main objective of these technologies is to effect positive behavioural change in people, for example increase exercising, improve habits such as eating, spending, and studying that will improve desired outcomes [9, 11, 12].

Activity-based tracking technologies contribute to the phenomenon referred to as the “quantified self” [9]. Quantified Self refers to any kind of biological, physical, behavioral, or environmental information self-tracking either as an individual or in a group, with the objective of improving self-sensing, self-awareness, and human performance [13]. More recently, the term “Personal Informatics” has also been used to describe the collection, storage, analysis, and visualization of sensor collected data [9]. This includes a variety of data such as financial, video or social media diaries, exercise, health, and nutrition that may be collected through a diverse range of apps and sensors [9]. Specifically, James and colleagues define fitness technology “as any combination of hardware and software that enables the collection, storage, analysis, socialization, and management of individuals’ health and wellness data, including but not limited to exercise activity, nutrition, and sleep data” [9:1011]. Studies have shown that maintaining engagement with health/fitness based tracking technology is difficult [14]. Recent research indicates that people lapse in their use of tracking tools over time [14]. Abandonment may be attributed to poor design, unreliability, diminished interest in exercise or self-tracking, or loss of the device [15]. Knowing which technology features are most effective and understanding the factors that motivate the user to maintain their engagement is important. The design of activity-based tracking technology is integral to the success of the technology [9, 14]. Design includes the visual aesthetics of the software and hardware, as well as the perceived accuracy or performance of the technology [15].

Users intrinsic and extrinsic exercise goals are associated with the features of the technology being used [9]. According to [16] it is important to distinguish between the intrinsic and extrinsic motives of individuals and to determine how different stimuli help fulfil them. An individual’s personal or intrinsic motivation to engage with the technology is important [17]. Intrinsic motivation might include factors such as joy, self-efficacy, and control [17]. In terms of maintaining engagement with health related activity-based tracking, this might include supporting an individual user to set their own goals and motivate them to achieve these through tailored messages and rewards such as badges, levels, and progress bars [18]. The social motivation or extrinsic factors [17] to maintain the use of an activity tracking technology is also a key factor. This is important, particularly in terms of leveraging the affordances of activity-based tracking technology features to promote social comparison. Social comparison can act as a prompt to motivate positive behaviour change in a group setting [14]. Features of an activity-based tracking tool can support social engagement with others encouraging people to stay active [14, 19]. These features include the ability to share your personal progress with a friend [19], group tracking via performance charting [14], and group messaging [14]. Social comparison through the use of these group-based features promotes both competition and socialization among users [9, 14, 19]. While this is a growing research area, limited empirical studies have been undertaken exploring the use of mHealth activity-based tracking technologies in workplace health promotion (WHP).

3. Examples of Workplace Health Initiatives and Activity-Based Tracking

Research shows that WHP initiatives, which combat sedentary behaviour, can have a positive impact on a participant’s BMI, waist girth and resting heart rate [20]. There are many reasons for WHP initiatives. The obvious one is the possible health benefits for employees that participate in these programs. Workplace health initiatives can take different forms including one-on-one interventions, group sessions, they can be activity-based and mental health focused. Workplace health promotions tend to focus on a single theme such as increased activity [3], a particular illness or on changing personal health practices and behaviours e.g. smoking, diet [7]. Some studies indicate that tailored or individualized WHP initiatives have proven to be more successful than semi-tailored or general programs [21], however these initiatives can be resource intensive.

While WHP initiatives are not new [7], utilising mHealth technology, i.e. activity-based tracking technology, as a tool to capture and analyse employee health and wellbeing data is a relatively recent initiative [10]. A study by a team at Portland Oregon Health and Science University, sought to “evaluate the
effects of a research-tested, team-based health promotion and wellness program combined with digital technologies and implemented in a diverse worksite setting among hospital, clinic, and university employees” [7:1]. This wellness program positively effected participant’s blood pressure, body, weight, BMI, diet, mood, stress levels, and sleep quality [7].

Limited research has been carried out in this area, with the majority of studies focusing on the physical health aspect of these initiatives [22]. mHealth technologies used in conjunction with smart phone technology has the potential to sustain a meaningful positive impact on an individual’s health [22]. In one study, participants indicated that integration with their smart phone, ease of application use and feedback on activity progress could sustain a positive change in lifestyle [22]. Participants in this study found “simplicity, integration into daily life, and clear feedback on progress” [22] key features in personal health technologies.

Results from a pedometer-based community walking intervention in Scotland, saw increases in time spent walking for leisure and a decrease in time spent sitting [8]. This study had 79 participants record their steps for 12 weeks using a traditional pedometer. Similar to this was the 2013 “Walk@work” scheme, undertaken by nearly 400 staff and students from Queensland University. The study concluded that after the six-week program, walking at work had increased by approximately 25% [23].

One aspect of a person’s wellbeing is their physical health, but happiness and mental state also play an important role [6]. Research on digital health interventions to support mental health is not as common, but studies have indicated that exercise correlates positively with an elevation in the psychological wellbeing of an individual [7]. Existing research indicates that some electronic health interventions can be effective at reducing mental health and stress symptoms [7].

In a 2017 US study, 281 university staff members took part in a fitness program consisting of three cardiovascular conditioning and strength training workouts per week for 12 weeks, run by fitness trainers in groups of 20–40 year olds [6]. The results revealed significant improvements across physical and mental health, stress, energy level, social satisfaction, self-efficacy, and quality of life [6].

While mHealth technologies show promise in providing people with low-cost, immediate support for their mental health [24], there is little empirical data to help us understand the use of activity-based tracking technology as part of a targeted employee health programme. The focus of this study is to provide more detailed information about what motivates individual employees to use the technology, what technology features are used and when, and how the features impact the social engagement among a group of employees as part of a workplace health promotion initiative. We hypothesized that the mHealth application would have a positive effect on participants and that participants would perceive that they would be better able to track their daily activity using the app.

4. Methodology

This exploratory empirical single case study was conducted as part of an established workplace health initiative in the Health Service Executive (HSE) in Ireland. The HSE provides public health and social care services to everyone living in Ireland. This research focuses on employee behaviour and wellness in a homogenous population, namely public health service employees.

4.1 Setting, study population and participant recruitment

This research emerged from a collaboration between the Health & Wellbeing, Human Resources and Communications divisions within the HSE. In April/May 2016 the HSE Healthy Eating Active Living Programme ran a 5-week “Steps to Health Challenge”, inviting all staff (circa 116,000) across 2,500 worksites to participate; with a target of 1% employee participation. Actual participation was in excess of 5,000 participants. This challenge encouraged HSE employees to use a pedometer to track their daily steps and record.

In 2018, approximately 6,500 employees took part in the challenge. Of these participants, one hundred volunteers were recruited from three divisions (Health & Wellbeing, Human Resources, and Communications) to try an mHealth activity-based tracking software “app” to track their activity and wellness. These employees were required to register, download, and use an existing mHealth app. The app features included automatic recording of steps/activity using the phones in-built pedometer, an option to input personal data such as height/weight, a suite of automated motivational messaging about the Steps to Health Challenge, and a feature to record level of wellness (mood) at work.

We undertook a mixed method study including quantitative data collection and analysis of user activity analysis, survey, and qualitative follow up semi-structured interviews with employees participating in the challenge. The integration of the quantitative and qualitative data occurred between data analysis from
one phase and data collection from phase two [25]. There was no specific gender/age, exclusion/inclusion criteria set for participant recruitment. In Phase 1, from the 6,500 “Steps to Health Challenge Participants” a random sample of 100 participants were selected to use the mHealth app. Seventy-seven of participants activated their accounts. Seven of these accounts were missing large amounts data and were removed from the final dataset. All participants were of working age, from 20 to 65 years. Ethical approval to conduct this study was granted.

The user activity dataset was generated by challenge participants via the mHealth app. At the outset, participants were asked to input their gender, weight, height, and age. Users had the option of participating in a daily mood check-in. Mood was logged on a discrete numerical scale from one to five; this was displayed to users in the form of a series of five faces with emotions ranging from happy to sad. Users had the option to log additional exercise manually. A leaderboard feature was introduced to the mHealth app in Week 4 of the challenge.

Following the challenge based on Brooke’s System Usability Scale (SUS) [26], an adapted survey (using a five point Likert scale) was distributed to capture user feedback on the mHealth app’s usability and perceived usefulness in areas such as individual motivation, team building, exercise and how employees felt about work. This optional survey was completed by 42 participants through the online Survey Monkey tool. Some surveys were incomplete as questions were optional.

In Phase 2, qualitative data were collected to probe deeper with challenge participants. The interview questions were informed by survey data analysis. They were semi-structured in nature and focused on probing further on mHealth app design, the social comparison features i.e. leaderboard and mood tracking, and employees’ personal attitude to using mHealth as part of a WHP. The interviews were digitally recorded, anonymised at source, transcribed, and deleted from the recording devices. Four team coordinators and two team members were interviewed; the interviews lasted approximately 131 minutes in total. Figure 1 summarizes the data gathering method.

![Figure 1. Summary of Data Gathering Approach](image)

4.2 Data Analysis

The user-generated dataset from the mHealth app was cleaned, and exploratory analysis was carried out

in MS Excel. The data was aggregated and converted into a .csv file and imported into R. Two datasets were aggregated and transported to R. The difference between the two datasets was that one included the variable “average daily mood” and one did not. The first dataset, where the variable average daily mood was missing, consisted of 70 participants after data cleaning. The reason for creating the second dataset was the low user rate of the mood-tracking feature. This resulted in the average “daily mood variable” being vastly incomplete in terms of mood log entries. The dataset containing “average daily mood” contained the same information as the initial data set but any data with missing mood log entries were removed.

The second dataset was smaller with 56 participants. The variable “average daily steps” was compared against other variables using R. This analysis was done to check if any notable results emerged. We checked the density distributions of the steps data, by creating histograms and density plots. We calculated the mean average daily steps of subgroups such as gender, and before/after the leaderboard intervention was introduced to the platform. Scatter plots of variables exhibited a relationship to each other (“Average daily steps” and “Average daily mood”) and the strength of this relationship was examined by calculating the correlation coefficient in R.

Phase 1 data analysis was carried out in MS Excel by producing bar charts illustrating the survey data. As part of Phase 2, data collected from conducting six qualitative interviews were fully transcribed, proofread and open coding was conducted to identify patterns in the data [27]. In addition, we imported the text files to R, where all non-relevant words such as “the” or “and” were removed. Word clouds and word frequency plots were produced in R, this approach supported the qualitative analysis approach undertaken.

5. Results

Analysis of the data in the two phases shed light on users’ perceptions about the design of the mHealth app, whether digital activity-based health tracking is perceived as being positive or negative by individual users, and to further understand its impacts on employee behaviour and wellness. The introduction of the leaderboard feature, at the beginning of week four, was examined. This unanticipated change was investigated to understand its impact on individual employee daily step count.

As Table 1 shows, most participants found that using the mHealth app helped them track their daily steps compared with the traditional paper and
pedometer method. Of the five statements a majority of participants (over half of the 37 participants) strongly agreed/agreed with each statement. The error used in the calculations displayed in Table 1 is standard deviation (SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Agreed/Agreed ± SD %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The mHealth app made it easier to track their activity (n = 37).</td>
<td>67.5 ± 7.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... helped them track their activity accurately (n = 37).</td>
<td>54.5 ± 8.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... was preferable to using a pedometer and paper record (n = 37).</td>
<td>67.6 ± 7.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... motivated them to be active and achieve their target (n = 37).</td>
<td>81.1 ± 6.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... motivated them to stay engaged with the challenge (n = 37).</td>
<td>83.8 ± 6.1 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants responded positively to the mHealth app design, i.e. the look and feel of the app, see Figure 2. The majority 85.7 (± 5.4 %) of participants strongly agreed or agreed that they found the app easy to use and 78.5 (± 6.3 %) strongly agreed or agreed that they liked the look and feel of the app (n=37). The error used is standard deviation (SD).

Figure 2. mHealth Application ease of use and interface design (n=44)

The mHealth app provided participants with real-time data about their activity levels, which heightened their awareness around activity, and the levels they needed to achieve during the day to reach their activity targets. By using the mHealth tool the availability of the activity data motivated individual users to increase their daily activity. This is highlighted in a number of illustrative quotes from participants. For example, one participant commented “It makes me more aware if I’m not doing any activity and then I try and make up for it” (Team Coordinator1). Another participant noted “The best thing about the app is that you look at it and think oh god I only have three thousand steps. It motivates you to get up and walk around a bit. It gives you an indication of how difficult it actually is to get the ten thousand steps.” (Team Coordinator2). Thirty survey participants (where n=37) indicated that the mHealth platform motivated them to exercise. Team Member3 stated “I do think it can be a great motivator, that in the case of using it you can see a little changes and once you get yourself into a pattern it becomes second nature.” However, one participant suggested that they felt the app did not always match the steps tracked by other digital active trackers. But they did not provide examples or evidence to support this.

The leaderboard feature was introduced to the mHealth platform in week 4 of the 5-week “Steps to Health Challenge”. This new feature ranked teams according to the number of steps logged by their members. Evidence from the qualitative feedback illustrates that this addition was well received by all challenge participants. Team Member1 commented “You could see what your colleagues are doing and compete a little bit against them”. According to Team Coordinator3 “It created a good sense of competition.” The increased visibility on team performance enhanced the competition of the challenge, Team Coordinator4 noted “I realised you could see yourself on the leaderboard and that really stepped it up a notch”. The perceived increase in competition among the teams was highlighted by another team member. He stated “I found that when I was 500 steps ahead of someone but that gap was closing then it helped me take a lap around the canteen or the office just to get those extra steps to stay ahead” (Team Coordinator3).

The average daily steps taken by an individual during the challenge increased after the leaderboard was introduced. The introduction of this new feature had a positive impact on participants’ average number of daily steps. Notably, the average individual daily steps before the leaderboard was 6401 (± 431) steps.
and after was 6690 (± 489) steps (n=70). This average was calculated using the daily steps taken by the 70 active users of the mHealth platform. Due to the sample size, it is not possible to determine whether this increase in steps is statistically significant.

Figure 3 shows that the leaderboard was the most frequently used feature of the mHealth app.

![Figure 3. Usage rates across features obtained from the mHealth Application (n=70)](image)

For the duration of the study participants indicated a positive or a very positive response to the mHealth app.

Figure 4 shows that most participants felt they would use the digital activity tracking feature again (20 of 37 survey participants).

![Figure 4. Survey results - using the application in the future for activity tracking (n=37)](image)

Two interviewees were concerned about how the data might be used in the future and if their employers should be expected to react if an employee was consistently logging a “sad mood”. For example, Team Member2 noted “If a manager gives me a massive amount work or to something I'm not particularly happy about. I wouldn't be comfortable putting it in writing. As there may be a chance that a manager would see it”. While Team Coordinator4 commented; “I don’t think people would be too forthcoming about putting down their mood if it was their employers looking at it constantly”.

I would use the app again to track how I feel

![Figures 5. Survey results - using the platform in the future for mood-tracking (n=37)](image)

Participants also highlighted their concerns about an employers’ ability to respond to consistent negative mood logging from an employee. Team Coordinator1 commented” I would be conscious of somebody who would be reporting low mood all the time, and if there was no action taken. Who’s reporting that, who’s looking at it. Are they qualified if that person actually needs help?”. Another participant questioned the efficacy of the mHealth platform to support someone who needed help, “I am not sure if it is the right intervention for someone who isn’t feeling very well, or that it was an appropriate intervention. And I’m not sure about those sad faces, are they a bit frivolous for someone who is feeling very unwell” (Team Coordinator4).

Four of the six interviewees flagged the mood-tracking feature as not being particularly useful. For example, one participant commented “I know a lot of people didn’t bother putting it in every day or whatever. I’m not sure how truthful they would be or not.” (Team Coordinator4). While Team Member1 remarked that “it wasn't something I would find myself using”.

It is important to acknowledge that some participants were more positive about the mood tracker. They noted that the capture and subsequent availability of their data over time provided them with...
insights about their mood and how their mood might have impacted their activity in the workplace and vice versa. According to one interviewee “When I was looking back on the few that I put in, it’s good to see the changes even in the last couple of weeks. It was useful to look at”. Another noted, “That’s good you could kind of look back and say, Okay that was probably the reason why I didn’t, maybe get to the ten thousand steps” (Team Coordinator3).

Despite relatively low usage of the mood-tracking feature, it was possible to analyse daily steps in relation to reported mood, see Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Scatter plot of average daily steps vs average daily mood, with line of best fit included, correlation r = 0.44 (n=56)](image)

A correlation of 0.44 was found between the variables mood and daily activity. This implies that a relationship exists between average daily steps and a participant’s mood. However, this does not imply that one causes the other.

Figure 7. illustrates a word cloud of the most commonly used words during the follow-up qualitative interviews. It highlights the words “team” and “good” as the most frequently used by participants. The “team aspect” of the ‘Steps to Health Challenge” was identified as an important aspect of the WHP initiative.

![Figure 7. Most frequently used words](image)

All of the interviewees commented that the team aspect of the challenge facilitated positive interactions among staff. Team Coordinator4 stated “I’m relatively new to the HSE so I wouldn’t have been that familiar with many people in the building. So that allowed them to get to know me as a new person in the building, I could get to know names. As a result to that, people would come up and talk to you and ask how you’re getting on”. It seems the “Steps to Health Challenge” provided employees with a common topic for discussion in the workplace, promoting positive engagement, and interaction among individuals, and groups of employees.

### 6. Discussion

Design is important to maintain user engagement with activity-based tracking applications [9, 14]. If an application has a poor user interface it can effect sustained usage of the application and thus effect a user’s opinion on the features of the application [28]. The response to the ‘look and feel’ of the mHealth app was mostly positive. This is supported by the level of engagement with the platform during the five-week challenge.

Half of the interviewees commented that they often forgot to bring their phone when going for a walk. Thus, they felt that the total steps tracked by the application was not an accurate representation of how many steps they had taken each day. Table 1 indicates that some participants felt that the steps logged via the mHealth app did not always match the steps tracked by other digital active trackers used in parallel with the platform. These technologies included other mobile step tracking applications, i.e. a smart watch or Fitbit. However, the survey data showed that approximately half the participants found that it tracked their steps accurately.

Advances in mobile technology makes tracking steps possible [10]. As built-in accelerometers and software used in step tracking applications improve perhaps this issue of accuracy will lessen for future initiatives. However, it is important to consider the effect of human behaviour [10]. The issue of participants forgetting to bring their phone with them while exercising may have negatively affected the accuracy of the step tracking. This problem also exists using a pedometer.

The majority of participants found that using the application made it easier to track their steps and that this intervention was preferable to using a pedometer and paper method. The introduction of an mHealth platform could make it easier for participants to track their steps in future employee health promotion initiatives. The mHealth platform offered a digital alternative to this, which creates new opportunities and challenges for employee WHP initiatives [28].
The leaderboard feature elicited positive responses from participants. They commented that this feature introduced a competitive side to the challenge, and it motivated them to increase their step count each day. This mHealth feature provided a form of positive peer pressure, which encouraged employees to increase or maintain their position on the leaderboard by logging a greater number of steps [14]. This was investigated further and a rise in average daily steps was seen after this feature was made available to all participants through the platform [14]. This is an interesting result as one may expect average daily step count to decrease as a challenge continues due to lack of interest or reduction in participation.

Due to the small sample size of app users, it was not possible to ascertain if this rise in step count was statistically significant. The combination of positive results for this feature shows the overall success of the leaderboard as a motivational feature that may be used to positively affect employee behaviour.

The individual mood-tracking feature received mixed responses. The user generated activity dataset indicated that the feature had low user rates. Many participants chose not to use it at all and many used it only occasionally. Three of the six interviewees expressed concerns about individual employee privacy with regard to mood logging, if it were to be included in future WHP initiatives. They were particularly concerned if management would have access to an individual’s mood data and how this might be used as employee’s mood and attitude toward work is potentially sensitive information. Another recurring challenge identified was around the burden of responsibility of an employer to act upon mood logging data that points to an employee being in a consistently low mood. Some participants commented that it would not be an appropriate mental health intervention for an individual who is experiencing a hard time, calling it “frivolous” and “inappropriate”. The mHealth app provided users with the option to log their mood on a scale of 1 to 5. Perhaps a more nuanced approach to mood logging could be designed and evaluated for future versions of the platform [14].

There are a number of limitations to this study. This study did not have access to baseline data of daily steps taken by participants. This data would have provided quantitative evidence to help us better understand if the mHealth app influenced employee behaviour. We conducted a single qualitative case study [29, 30]; we acknowledge that this is a limitation. Multiple case study design increases the rigor of a study through strengthening the exactness, the validity and stability of the findings [31]. A larger sample size, including mHealth platform users, survey respondents, and interviewees, would allow us to more accurately design and assess additional hypotheses. From the data, while not statistically significant it appeared that the distribution of steps taken by men and women were different. Men took, on average, more steps than women but a higher percentage of women had very high daily step counts of greater than 14,000 (n=70). The study consisted of mostly women, with a sample size of only eight men. In future studies, a larger or more gender balanced sample of participants may provide greater gendered insight into employee behaviour and wellness.

7. Conclusions

Digital tools such as activity-based tracking technologies, in the form of smartphones and mobile applications, continue to gain momentum to enable, support, and track employee health promotion programmes [28]. However, they are in their infancy and little is known about their impact on employee behaviour. This study investigates the use of an mHealth activity-based tracking app and its impact on employees’ behaviour and wellness as part of an employee health initiative in the HSE.

Using a mixed method approach, this study found that employees were positive about using an mHealth platform to track their daily exercise. We learned more about employees’ attitudes to using the platform, employees’ reaction to the design of the software application, and specific features and how using the platform may be attributed to changing employee behaviours through the creation of social comparisons [11].

The leaderboard feature was a successful and popular feature among users, promoting positive employee engagement and fun competition as part of this employee WHP initiative. Participants attributed this success to the friendly competitive aspect that it introduced, motivating people to log more steps to improve their own and their team’s position on the leaderboard. The leaderboard feature would not have been possible without the introduction of mHealth to the HSE “Steps to Health Challenge”. The addition of a digital step counter allowed for steps to be logged and uploaded to the leaderboard in real-time providing a more complete unified and timely view of participants’ activities over the duration of the challenge.

The individual mood-tracking feature received mixed responses. The inclusion of this feature allowed for the comparison of participant steps compared to their mood log entries. While some participants enjoyed the feature and found it useful to reflect upon their mood in the past, it seems that further analysis, design, and evaluation is required to fine-tune this
feature for its inclusion in future initiatives. Additional consideration is required to address concerns around data privacy, the organization’s role in accessing this personal mental health-related data, and the action required to support employees in the event of an adverse effect being flagged to the organization.

Clear and precise directions for the use and implementation of mHealth activity-based tracking apps are needed to eliminate uncertainty among employees to secure quality and reach sustainable results [28]. The use of the mHealth app supports users to track and review their personal exercise activity in real-time compared to traditional approaches. In this case, the availability and transparency of individual and team performance positively affected employee activity behaviour. The use of the mHealth platform positively contributed to this initiative and presents a diverse range of opportunities for employee WHP activities in the future. This exploratory study suggests a number of hypotheses for future research, for example:

1. Competition among teams promotes increased employee activity and increased wellness for participants.
2. Control and use of personal data are important to participants in health and wellness programs.
3. Gender influences participation in employee health and wellness programs.
4. Use of trackers with team competition reduces absenteeism and medical costs.
5. Use of trackers with team competition may negatively impact mental health and stress symptoms of some participants.
6. Participant experience using activity tracking technologies positively impacts behavior change and health outcomes.

The first hypothesis about competition among teams is reasonable given our findings and the prior theoretical and empirical literature, c.f. [32, 33]. It remains uncertain if all participants will benefit from the competition. Hypothesis two is based upon the limited use of the mood-tracking feature in this study and general privacy concerns that have been reported about workplace health initiatives, c.f., [34]. The third hypothesis is proposed for future research because of limitations in the sample for this study and because of prior research that showed women are more likely than men to participate in workplace health promotion programs, c.f., [35, 36]. Longitudinal research is needed to better understand how workplace health initiatives using trackers and competition can impact absenteeism and medical costs. Also, research is needed about how mHealth interventions, and in particular the use of trackers, can impact mental health and stress symptoms. Finally, future research should examine the impact of participant experience using activity tracking technologies on behavior change and health outcomes.
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